SOCIAL SECURITY SURVIVAL: A
PUBLIC-CHOICE PERSPECTIVE
James M. Buchanan

I. Introduction
Econorrnsts are professionally trained to search out and to discover
alleged inefficiencies in institutional arrangements, public and/or
private. Further, once alleged inefficiencies are located, economists
have an impulsive proclivity to propose reform. I am no different
from my peers in these respects; on several occasions,, I have joined
the ranks of those who have advanced proposals for reform in the
Social Security system.’ As I have emphasized in earlier papers,
however, the task of designing reforms that meet the test for Pareto
superiority, even when considerations of practicability are totally
neglected, is by no means an easy one. But, of course, unless some
such reforms can be demonstrated to be possible, the existing system
must he judged to be Pareto efficient. Note carefully what such a
judgment would and would not imply. It would not imply that everyone could not have been made better off by a series of different
decisions made over a historical sequence of periods. Clearly, we
could all he in an improved position today if Americans, privately
and collectively, had invested more in capital formation in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s. And the incurrenee of~“social insurance” debt,
even if implicit, without the creation of offsetting assets, is the same
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thing as negative capital formation. But to regret the loss of what
might have been if a difl’erent series of decisions had been made is
not to say that there must be inefficiencies in the set of institutional
arrangements that is now in existence. Nor would a judgment that
the existing institutional structure is Pareto efficient imply that it
satisfies criteria of equity or justice. The intergenerational transfer
may be widely held to be grossly inequitable although it meets the
test for Pareto efficiency.
So much for preliminaries, which I advance here for two purposes:
to indicate what I shall not discuss in this paper, and to provide
background for what I shall discuss. I want to resist the temptation
to analyze proposals for structural reform, whether they are my own
or those advanced by others. Aside from a slight departure in section X, I shall remain within predictive public-choice theory, and I
shall attempt to explain public-choice aspects of the existing Social
Security system that the economists-as-reformers have often found
puzzling. Specifically, I want to explain the survival of what seems
to be neither a viable intergenerational social insurance system nor
an efficient welfare system. Why does what seems to be an n-person,
n-period social dilemma have such staying power?

II. The Sacred and the Profane
I commence with a simple empirical observation, Elected politicians, at all levels, treat the existing system as sacrosanct. It is widely
presunsed that any pronounced challenge to the basic structure of
the system is equivalent to political suicide. The “reforms” that have
been proposed and/or implemented are widely acknowledged to be
temporary patches on the rips around the edges of the structure.
There is no apparent support for basic institutional change.
If these politicians, over all persuasions and in all parties, are to
be credited with ordinary precepts of rational behavior, the implication seems clear. There is no widespread support for basic structural reform, among any membership group in the American political
constituency—among the old or the young, the black, the brown, or
the white, the female or the male, the rich or the poor, the Frost Belt
or the Sun Belt. The absence of support for structural change among
the old, the disabled, the low-wage earners, and possibly some other
constituencies, requires no sophisticated explanation. Forthese groups,
selfinterest considerations are sufficient. But why is there not more
opposition to the system observed among the ranks of the young?
Why is the support for the system so universal?
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Why do young and even prospective employees support the system
when plausible computations of the expected rates of return to
“investment” within the system suggest that these rates may be
significantly lower than rates of return on comparable investment in
individually purchased, privately marketed retirement-disability
schemes? Must we finally explain the absence of even so much as
nascent opposition among the ranks of the young by resorting to the
naive belief that the Ponzi scheme is never-ending? Must we blame
failures of information and communication, illusions, altruistic
impulses, and rational ignorance? Or are there rationally derived
reasons for the near-universal supporP for the system—reasons that
have somehow been overlooked by most economist-critics?3
III.

Comparison of Relevant

Alternatives

To begin to answer these questions, it is best to begin with a
skeletal summary of the existing system. It is an unfhnded transfer
scheme that imposes payroll taxes on currently employed persons
and utilizes the revenues from snch taxes to finance payments to
qualified nonemployed recipients (retirees, dependents, survivors,
and the disabled). The system is not, however, a simple interclass
transfer mechanism operated on in-period differentiation between
qualified taxpayers and qualified recipients. Eligibility claims for
benefit payments are established by an employment record, applicable over all classes and wage levels of covered employees, rather
than by direct means-test criteria. Through their own payroll records,
employees accnmnlate claims against the system—claims that must
be met in accordance with designated criteria for eligibility.
Financially, the system as a whole is best understood as an unfunded
liability of the national government, an implicit, indexed national
‘By “rationally derived,” I niean in line with the demonstrated self-interest of participants, strictly in keeping with public-clsoice orthodoxy. I shall, in this paper, ignore
the whole set of problems introduced by the absence of individual responsibility for
political decisions in democracy, and the effects of this absence on precepts for individual rationality in the specific acts of expressing political ‘‘choices.’’ On these problems, see Geoffrey Brennan aad James Buchanan, “The Logic ofthe Levers: The Pure
Theory of Electoral Preference,” misneographed (Center for Study of Public Choice,
Blaekshurg, Va,, Jan,,ary 1983); and Geoffrey Brennan and Lorco Lomasky, “Large
Nu,nbers, Small Costs: The Uneasy Foundations ofDemocratic Rnle,” mimeographed
(Ceater for Study of Public Choice, Blackshurg, Va., March 1983).
‘It may, of eonrse, be argued that the prevalent political attitudes toward the existing
institutional structure will soon undergo very substantial change as the financial plight
ofthe system conies to lie more widely recogoixed. For such an argument, see Carolyn
Weaver, “The Long-Term Ontlook for Social Security—Continued Political Turoioil,”
mimeographed (National Commission on Social Security Reform, October 1982).
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debt—a debt that exceeds by several times the nonindexed public
debt that is nominally measured. The implicit debt of the existing
(early 1980s) Social Security system is estimated to be roughly $8
trillion, by comparison with a nominally measured debt of something
over $1 trillion.
It would be redundant to extend the discussion of these features
of the system. The skeletal summary is useful, however, in any discussion of structural reform—discussion that becomes meaningful
only when it involves comparing relevant alternatives, Critics and
reformers of the existing structure have often faltered at precisely
this point. In particular, the proposal for reform that would allow
individuals to voluntarily opt out of the system has been treated as a
relevant alternative when it is not. Such treatment reflects a crude
fallacy of composition.
It is, of course, easy to show that many potential and actual participants in the existing system could substantially improve their
positions if they were allowed to withdraw and invest voluntarily in
their own preferred, privately marketed insurance plans. If a young
employee, say at age 25, were allowed to withdraw voluntarily from
the system, to relieve himself of all payroll-tax obligations (levied
both against his wage directly and against his employer) and at the
same time were to renounce all claims to future benefits from the
system, he would be able to secure a rate of return under privately
purchased insurance that would yield either the same level of expected
benefits at substantially lower costs or substantially higher benefits
at the same costs. Acknowledging this apparent comparative advantage ofprivately purchased insurance leads naturally to the inference
that such a pet-son, on grounds of economic self-interest, would cease
to support the existing structure politically—hence, there should be
a potential for organizing a political constituency to support the
opting-out alternative.4
My central argument in this paper is that no such inference can he
drawn. The disparity between individualized rates of return on
“investment” within the system and outside it does not in itself
‘In so,ne cxtrc,nc models, the paradox ofsupport analyzed hero does not arise, because
there is ‘so basic dilibre,ice between debtand tax finance. The young person, by opting
out, may sec,sre a higher rate of rct,sro on private investment, but because future tax
liabilities arc reduced, he will expect lower Isequests than would be expected in tlse
ys to ‘ii. tionce, the apparent advantages of opting out are not clear, except i ,isofitr as
changes in the distribution of net burden can be aeco,nplishcd. Sec Robert 3. Barro,
‘‘Are Govcrnine,it Hoods Net Wealth?’’ Journal of Political Economy 82 (November
1974): 1095—1117.
My expla,sation of systeso survival does not iss any way invoke a Barro-like snodel of
iotergeneratiooal interdependence.
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provide a basis for political opposition to the existing structure. It
does not do so because individualized opting out, or voluntary withdrawal, is not a relevant alternative and participants in the system
do not treat it as such.

IV. Debt, Demos, and Default
People recognize that any structural reform that introduces the
alternative of opting out would necessarily lead to the abandonment
and breakdown of the intergenerational transfer scheme that exists.
Therefore, when they face the question of supporting or opposing
the proposal to opt out, individuals must model or estimate the alternative system that would replace the present one. The relevant alternative is the institutional structure that would emerge in lieu of the
existing intergenerational transfer scheme. The relevant alternative
is not the existing transfer scheme only with the individual having
been removed from all tax obligations and all claims.
What alternative institution would emerge? To answer this question, the individual must try to predict how the democratic process
will operate. If one predicts that the existing structure will be
abandoned without any governmental-political-institutional replacement, then the attractiveness of the opting-out alternative to young
and prospective employees might remain. But it is at this point that
the summary description of the existing system in terms of the implicit
national debt becomes helpful. Will individuals seriously consider
default on the Social Security debt obligation to he an alternative?5
Will government dishonor all of the claims to benefits from the system? Or will some means be Ibund to finance at least some considerable share of the claims that individuals hold against the structure?
In making predictions here, each person must, willy-nilly, become
his own public-choice economist. Moreover, in the calculus of polities, each individual must consider the following factors. First, the
individual must recognize that his own normative position on the
legitimacy or illegitimacy of claims against the existing system is not
directly relevant, although some generalized prediction about normative attitudes over the whole citizenry must he made. That is, an

‘The Social Seetsrity debt is singular in that the claims (the “bonds”) arc universally
held by all past and present employees, Default on such widely held and ttniformly
distributed debt becomes much more difficult politically than default on nominal debt
instruments. The latter, cvea if held inthrually, would tend to exhibit concentrated
ownership, and, if held externally, would not have direct internal political representation. The potential effects of ownership patterns on prospects for debt default have
not, to my knowledge, been carefully analyxed.
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individual may personally dismiss all claims on Social Security as
being morally irrelevant. However, unless this personal attitude is
generalized to others, some estimate must be made about how citizens in general feel about the moral status of existing claims.
Moral legitimacy aside, the individual must also recognize that
members of several constituencies in the political community will
support payment of Social Security claims, in full or in large part, on
the basis of straightforward self-interest calculations.. Those who
would not find it advantageous to opt out of the existing system
voluntarily, even if they could do so in isolation, will have selfinterested reasons to support some other scheme of meeting the
obligations of the system in the event that the system collapses.
These individuals will never support default on the implicit national
debt that the claims represent. These groups will of course include
all those who are currently receiving benefits, as well as those who
expect to collect benefits in the near future, Roughly speaking, the
self-interested supporters of some replacement scheme that will meet
the outstanding debt obligations will tend to include all participants
over some critical middle-age limits (about age 40).”
Quite apart from both the moral legitimacy of existing claims and
the seliintei’ested motivations of individnals for receiving transfers,
there is also the direct welfare obligation that would emerge in the
absence of the existing system. Even if few people adhere to the
notion that claims against the system are morally legitimate in some
quasi-legal sense of entitlements, some individuals will recognize
that the aged poor and disabled, now within and supported by the
system, must be kept alive, And while a strictly administered, meanstested welfare structure may require substantially less revenue than
the generalized benefit system now in existence does, little support
could be predicted for total disregard for those who would be unable
to find minimal subsistence without the Social Security umbrella as
7
it is currently administered.
Finally, the participant must include some estimate for increased
support payments that might be necessary for the members of his
own family who maybe current recipients ofSocial Security benefits,
hut whose funds might be reduced under an alternative arrangement.
°Browoinghas a,salyxcd the age-profile breakdown in s,spport of cootinncd increases
irs levels ol beoefit puymcrsts. Ms,eh the same sort al analysis could he used here to
predict what groups would support meeting the system’s debt elai,ns, even in the event
that the system collapses, See Edgar K. Browning, “Why the Social Insurance Budget
is Tea Large in a Desnoeraey,” Economic Inquiry 13 (September 1975): 373—88.
‘The revenue requirement of the welfare obligation is meotiooed as an olrset in a
somewhat different context by Gordon Tullock, in The Economics of Income Redistrihution (Bostoo: Kluwcr-Nijhoff, 1982), p. 114.
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Moral attitudes concerning the legitimacy of claims, self-interest,
welfare, and own-family obligations (along with other considerations
relating to citizens’ potentially supporting or opposing any financing
of a welfare scheme as a replacement for the one that exists) must be
somehow estimated and then interjected into a model of how the
polities of American representative democracy actually work, What
constituency’s pressures would be likely to he more influential?
Elementary public-choice theory suggests that the more concentrated interests of potential beneficiaries are likely to carry somewhat
more weight than the diffused interests of taxpayers, particularly if
the beneficiaries’ interest is accompanied by moral argument, whether
on the grounds of default on debt or on the grounds of commitrrsent
to welfare.
It is difficult to imagine any rational calculus that would predict
the total absence of political response to a breakdown and collapse
of the existing social insurance system. It can he predicted that under
almost any set of circumstances, major financing requirements will
continue to exist regardless of the fate of the existing structure. The
government is not likely to default on the implicit real debt that the
mistakes ofpast generations have created.8 The effective and relevant
alternative to the existing system is a tax-transfer scheme that may
not be substantially different, in essence, from the one that exists.

V. From the Aggregate to the Individual
In order for an individual to calculate whether he will be better
off by switching to a replacement system, he must translate the
public-choice predictions about the alternative tax-transfer scheme
into individually identifiable tax obligations. The participant must
estimate the present value of his future tax obligations under the
existing structure, along with the present value of the benefits he can
expect to receive under the alternative structure. The in-system estimates will not, of course, be easy to make, since here too some
political modeling will be required. How will tax rates and benefit
levels be adjusted as the political system responds to recurring shortterm crises P Will the base for payroll taxation eonlinue to be increased P
Will elements of progressive taxation be increased or decreased?
5

Because the implicit debt ofthe system is indexed, default via inflation is not possible,
as is the ease with nominal public debt. Furthermore, the measure of nominal debt
may include a significant component f expected default, whereas i~osuch component
07
is included in real debt. Hence, the real debt overhang ofthe social insurance system
maybe considerably more than eight times as burdensome as the nominally measured
debt, as is indicated by the ratio of$8 trillion to $1 trillion,
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Will the retirement age be changed? Will benefits be subjected to
income taxesP Will benefits he overindexed, underindexed, or ideally
adjusted? These questions will tend to he answered differently by
different people, and cven if there should be some similarity of
political predictions, the age, income, and fkmily status of an individual will make his estimates unique.
Assume now thata pas-ticular participant does go through the required
estimation procedures and that the present values for taxes and benefits are predicted. These estimated present values theu will provide
the benchmark for comparing the existing system to the relevant
alternative, the tax-transfer scheme that some predict will emerge.
My overall purpose is to explain why individuals who could be
expected to find structural change advantageous nevertheless continue to support the existing system. Hence, I shall focus on the
calculus csf the young participant who under the structural change
would renounce all claims to fisture benefits and who at the same
time would be relieved of all payroll-tax obligations, present and
future (whether levied on employee or on the employer). Such a
person would normally expect to he required to pay taxes to finance
some share in the replacement tax-transfer scheme that emerges. The
critical relationship is that between the present value of this young
participant’s anticipated tax share and the present value of payroll
taxes and benefits anticipated under the existing system.~’
To the extent that payroll—tax obligations are reduced and are not
offi~etby increased taxcs under the replacement scheme, the individual in question will have additional funds to invest in private
insurance. Critics and would-be refhnners ofthe existing system have
often overlooked the tax cost ofany replacement scheme—a cost that
the participant must always consider in any realistic comparison,
The calculation 1sf an individual’s tax obligation tinder the replacement institution will depend, of course, on the expected total cost of
the new system. This cost is normally thought to be somewhat less
than the projected cost of the existing system. Beyond such aggregate
estimates, however, the individual must determine his own share of
the cost. This estimate will depend first on a prediction of the tax or
tax array that will be used to finance the replacement scheme (valueadded tax, increased income-tax rates, broad-based consumption tax,
and so on), Second, the estimate will depend on the individual’s
theory of incidence for the particular tax set predicted, Finally, the

5

Iur simplicity, i slsalI assu me that tlse i ,sdividual rssukissg the ealeukstiotss does riot
expect to receive any welfare benefits ussder the alternative system
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estimate will depend on some predictions about the individual’s own
position in the possibly relevant age, income, family status, consumption pattern, and other profiles that determine tax liabilities.

VI. The Individual’s Simple Algebra of Institutional
Comparison
No claim is made here that the individual estimates of the present
values for tax obligations and benefit claims will he simple. Any such
estimates necessarily involve possibilities for major miscalculations.
Nonetheless, it is essential to reduce the analysis of individual institutional choice to such specific detail if we are to understand the
apparent near-universal support for the existing structur~.This section, which is in many respects the core of the paper, develops the
simple algebra of the comparison that the individual participant must
make.
Initially, I shall define some terms, all of which are assumed to be
dated as of the time that the individual participant confronts the
institutional choice.
T~

Individual i’s estimate of the present value of the
tax obligations faced under the existing institutional
arrangements, as these arrangements may be nonstructurally modified in future periods.

TX

Individual i’s estimate of the present value of the tax (and
personal) obligations faced under the alternative taxtransfer arrangements that will he predicted to emerge
as a structural replacement for the existing system if it is
abandoned or repealed.
—
—

(I

r

—

t’)

~ The share (of his present-value tax obligations under the
present system) that the individual anticipates will be
drained away by taxes and personal outlays under the
replacement system.
The share of each dollar’s worth of present-value tax obligations under the existing system that individual i anticipates to be made available for private investment if the
existing system is dropped.
The market-determined real rate of return on private
investment.

Note that (I~t)also defines the present value of a dollar’s worth of
present-value tax obligations that is withdrawn for private invest347
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ment. Since (I t1) is available for investment at a rate ofr per period,
this stream of returns (discounted at r) is simply (I t5).
—

—

B’5

Rh
Tb

Individual i’s estimate of the present value of the benefit
payments expected to be received under the existing
system, as these arrangements may be nonstructurally
modified over future periods.
—
—

The share ofeach dollar’s worth of present-value tax obli~ gation that individual i estimates to be offset by presentvalued benefits.

For individual ito he indifferent toward the two institutional alternatives, the following condition must hold:
(l—t1) = e1

(1)

Several familiar relationships may be derived from (1). First, if
T’5, ore’ 1, any positive tax or personal outlay expected under
a replacement institution is sufficient to cause the individual to prefer
the existing structure. Second, if B’5 C T’5, then c’ C 1. In this case,
the individual may prefer the existing system if t’ > 0. The critical
relationship is the one between t’ and c. Ift’ > c’, the individual will
prefer the existing system; if t’ Cc’, the individual will support abandoning the existing system in favor of the alternative.
It may he helpful to redefine e’ in (1) as the ratio between the
annualized stream of returns in perpetuity g, equal to the expected
benefits of the system, and the market-determined rate of return (or
the rate of discount) r, This yields:
=

=

(l—t~)= g/r

(2)

The situation that is of particular interest is the one present when
e’ in (1), or when g’ C r in (2), and when t’ > 0. Suppose t’ = .6,
or (l—t’) = .4; the individual anticipates that his dollar’s tax obligation under the existing system, computed in present-value terms,
will he reduced to $60 by a shift to the alternative tax-transfer scheme.
From (1) it is clear that c’ only needs to he greater than $40 in order
to ensure that the individual in question will support continuation
of the existing structure. That is to say, the present value of the
expected benefits can be as low as four-tenths the present value of
expected tax payments without causing loss of support for continuation of the present system. In terms of(2), the annualized return of
expected benefits (g) need only be four-tenths the rate of discount
(r) in this setting. If, for example, given the value for (I t’) of .4, with
t’ >

—
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a rate of discount r = .06, any value for g above .024 will ensure
support for the existing structure.1°
The simple algebra of institutional comparison suggests that support for the existing system may persist even if individuals recognize
that their “investments” of tax payments in the system are much less
advantageous than their opportunities for investment in the market.U The algebra incorporates the recognition on the part of the
individual that he is locked into a socioeconomic-political structure
in which the exit option is effectively closed, The overhang of the
implicit public debt that decisions of decades have created cannot
be neglected. The simple algebra is helpful, however, in suggesting
that support for the existing structure has limits. If, for any reason,
the ratios defined in (1) and (2) reach critical levels for many people,
popular support for the existing structure may rapidly erode. The
near-universality of support now observed suggests only that the
ratios have not yet attained such “subversive” levels.

VII. Parameter Shifts
The parameters that enter into the individual’s comparison may
be (1) exogenous to the system and exogenous to the individual’s
own calculus, (2) exogenous to the individual participant but endogenous to the system, or (3) endogenous to the participant.
Consider, first, the market rate of return (or rate of discount). How
will an increase in this rate affect the representative individual’s
institutional comparison? Assume, first, that r (the real rate of return
on capital) increases exogenously because of a technological change.
The time profile of taxes expected under the two institutions will
differ in that the future taxes will tend to be “bunched” under the
replacement tax-transfer scheme during the period in which the out-

“Note that g is not the internal rate of return to “investment” in the existing system.
So long as a participant anticipates any positive return ofbenefits, then g’ > 0. And, of
course, expected benefits may well he positive even ifinternal rates ofreturn on system
“investment” are negative. With any given valise for g’, thdre may he many internal
rates of return, depending on the time profile of expected benefits,
12J have assusned throughout the analysis that the individual eass secure the teal rate of
return, r, in the market, During periods of expected inflation, this assumption may not
he warranted—especially if there exist legal restrictions on the private issue ofindexed
bonds, Ifany private investment must embody an inflation-risk premium, the individual
may have an additional reason, over and above those discussed, for supporting tlse fully
indexed pension scheme, regardless of its annualized nate of yield in relation to tise
riskless meal rste of return.
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standing claims against the system are met. The numerator of the
ratio TX / Tb will tend to fall by less than the denominatoras rincreases.
On the other side, the expected value of any fixed stream of benefits,
B’5, will carry a lowered present value as r increases, and this value
will fall by more than that of Tb. Hence, t’ will increase and c’ will
decrease as r increases, The effects work in offsetting directions,
although it seems plausible to suggest that e’ will fall more than t’
rises, hence making support for the existing system fall. This effect
may he countered, however, if expected benefits increase as the real
return on investment increases.
To the extent that the whole system, through time, acts to reduce
the rate of capital formation, r will tend to increase endogenously to
the systcro, and will ultimately reflect a reduction rather than an
increase in the income base upon which taxes must be levied. In this
ease, expected benefits may fall. This effect, plus the differential
capitalizal:ion effects of the separate time streams, would allow us to
predict that support for the structure will fall.
The rensaining parameters are all endogenous to the system, even
though they may he exogenous to the participant. Consider a shift
upward in the retirement age (say fi-om 65 to 68) that is not ofThet by
any other change in the system. If this change is made effective only
after some time lag, the effect is unambiguously to reduce the value
of c’, without any noticeable effect on t’. Hence, the existing institutional structure necessarily becomes less attractive to young
participants.
Consider now a straightforward increase in the rate of tax on payrolls, with no change in the upper limit for the tax. The denominator
in both of the relevant ratios, Tb, will increase, reducing the values
for both t’ and c’. The alternative replacement scheme would necessarily become relatively more attractive for all people who face tax
obligations under the existing system. An increase in the upper limit
for levying the payroll tax without increasing the basic rate will exert
a similar effect, hut only on those who will thereby face hi~her
expected tax obligations.
Treating Social Security benefits as part of taxable income, wholly
or partly, with revenues returned to the system, will make the system
less attractive to those who expect to have above-average incomes.
If the altes’native tax base for the replacement tax-transfer scheme is
a broad-based consumption tax or value-added tax instead ofan income
tax, the group that is directly affected would become more interested
in abandoning the present Social Security system.
Internal changes in the benefit/payout ratios made to increase the
internal pi’ogressivity of the overall system will have effects similar
350
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to those caused by making benefits taxable. The support of upperincome participants for the system may be eroded as internal progressivity is increased.12
Shifts in the parameters endogenous to the individual’s own estimation process are more difficult to discuss analytically. The estimates for expected benefits and expected taxes within the system,
and for expected taxes under the replacement system, are necessarily
subjective. These estimates depend on the individual’s modeling of
politics as well as on his judgment about underlying demographic
trends.

VIII. Strategy for Support
Having established the individual’s algebra of institutional comparisons, we can now trace the familiar strategies of support for
continuation of the existing structure, Those who are differentially
advantaged by such continuation—the administering bureaucracy
along with those who are net beneficiaries, present and future—will
seek to influence (in specific directions) the estimates that present
and prospective participants make, Clearly, it will be useful to try to
get individuals to place a high value on both t’ and c’, since a high
value for both ratios lends support to the existing system.
A strategy that will act on both parameters is one that stresses the
contractual basis for the claims of the existing structure. If it is convincing, this strategy will assure all prospective beneficiaries that
the present values of expected benefits are indeed positive and high.
At the same time, however, this strategy suggests that because the
claims are contractual obligations, there will be a large carryover tax
burden under any replacement scheme that might be politically
viable.
It is also important to influence the values that are subjectively
estimated for taxes expected under the system. From the earliest
years of the system, the false argument that employees do not really
bear the incidence of the employers’ portion of the payroll tax has
been used to make participants think they get more than any proper
economic calculation would suggest. It is clearly in the interests of
all supporters of the existing system to foster this fallacy.
Supporters of the system will tend to oppose increases in the
retirement age (because such increases unambiguously make the
system less attractive to all nonretirees) and also to oppose straightforward increases in the payroll tax. Faced with short-run emergency
“See Tullock, pp. 130—35, fora somewlsat different direction in discussion ofthe effects
ofshifts in pamameters on support for the system.
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adjustments, supporters will tend to favor increasing the upper limit
for applying the tax, as well as including the benefits in the income
tax, provided the system secures the return of revenues. Supporters
will not desire to push the internal progressivity of the system so far
that it loses the support of large numbers of high-income payroll-tax
payers.

IX. Strategy for Opposition
For those who seek to undermine the existing structure and who
recognize that the simple algebra of participants must be influenced
to do so, the primary argument must be one that opposes the contractual basis for claims against the system. To the extent that people
can be led to think that they personally have no legitimate claim
against the system on retirement, the expected value of benefits is
necessarily reduced. At the same time, the erosion of the notion of
legitimacy of claims reduces the tax overhang that would be anticipated under some replacement tax-transfer scheme. Both effects tend
to make abandonment of the system look more attractive.
When short-run “reforms” are needed, those who seek to undermine the support of the system (over the longer term) would do well
to propose increases in the retirement age and increases in payroll
taxes. These groups also should support proposals aimed at increasing the internal progressivity of the system. To the extent that participants come to perceive the system as a complex transfer scheme
between current income classes instead of strictly between generations, the “insurance contract” image will become tarnished.
X.

System Survival and Pareto Efficiency

The observed behavior of politicians suggests that there is no
serious threat to the survival ofthe existing institutional structure of
Social Security in the United States (in 1983), despite the sometimes
anguished howls of the system’s critics. The analysis in this paper
explains the apparent paradox. To say that the system survives, however, is not the same thing as to say that it is Pareto efficient. An
inefficient institution may survive until and unless ways can be found
to secure political support for reform.
As the analysis has shown, the existing system may enjoy the
support of participants who may expect significantly lower returns
inside the system (compared to what they might earn outside the
system) because such participants fear the tax burdens that are associated with the overhang of national debt that the system embodies.
In order to generate political support for a replacement system from
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those who expect relatively lower in-system returns on “investment,” it would be necessary to reduce (perhaps dramatically) the
anticipated tax costs of the alternative tax-transfer scheme that is
predicted to emerge.
At this point, it is useful to recall that there would be a specific
time profile of the outlays required to pay off many or all of the
existing claims that have accumulated within the existing structure.
Ifthe Social Security system should collapse in 1984, with no further
collection of payroll taxes and no further accumulation of benefit
claims, a commitment to meet its existing claims would require massive outlays over a two-to-three decade period, with substantial
reductions beyond that time. It is this massive and time-bunched
revenue requirement that creates the high values for t’ among many
participants.
In order to reduce t’, it would be necessary to assure participants
that the burden of bailing out would not be allowed to fall disproportionately on the particular generation that would pay taxes immediately after the institutional reform takes place. To this purpose, I
suggested elsewhere13 that accumulated claims be met by issuing
new debt intended specifically to insure that all future generations,
along with the present one, share equally in the costs imposed by
the mistakes of almost half a century. I shall not discuss my own
proposal here. Suffice it to say only that unless proponents promise
some stretching out of the revenue reqiurements for bailing out, the
calculus of participants will presumably remain such that despite its
apparent inefficiencies, the existing structure will continue to survive.
As I have already suggested, however, and as the simple algebra
indicates, there are limits beyond which the existing Social Security
system is unlikely to survive, even in the presence of the continually
growing debt overhang. Ifthe patchwork pattern of “reforms” is such
that major support constituencies are lost, the system that has seemed
politically sacrosanct may quickly become subject to intense intergroup distributive struggle. In that ease, winners will win and losers
will lose, with no guarantee that a replacement system will be any
more efficient or equitable than the one that disappears.’4

3
‘ Sec Buchanao, “Comment on Browning’s Paper.”
4
‘ As noted earlier, some observers predict that we are already in the heginoing stages
of such political turmoil. Sec Weaver, ‘The Long-Term Osstlook for Social Security.”
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“SOCIAL SECURITY SURVIVAL”:
A COMMENT
Mancur Olson
Introduction
Once again, Jim Buchanan, the founder and dean of the important
Virginia School of Economies, has given us a most interesting and
useful paper. It seems to me that he is right in saying that we need
to analyze the Social Security system from a public-choice perspective, which I sometimes like to call a political-economy perspective.
I also completely agree that we should not conclude from the fact
that the Social Security system is politically very popular that it is
therefore anything approaching a perfect system.
Now, I would not, however, go as tar as Professor Buchanan does
in describing our present Social Security system as a type of Ponzi
scheme—a chain-letter scheme wherein each round makes contributions that profit those in earlier rounds but nothing is produced,
so the scheme is fundamentally fraudulent and those in some later
round or generation end up losing. It is true, of course, that our Social
Security system is not funded. The government, as we all know, does
not take the money from Social Security taxes, invest it, and then
ultimately meet the claims of these taxpayers (when they retire) with
this money and the interest it has earned. In essence, the present
schesne is one whereby the working generation subsidizes the retired
generation, and the expectation that sustains the system is that this
process will continue through many successive generations,
There are certainly some important disadvantages, as Buchanan
has pointed out, in an unfunded scheme of the kind that we have. It
seems quite clear that the special circumstances that existed in the
1930s, when the Social Security system took shape, explain why we
have an unfunded scheme. And even though it would have been
CotoJounsal, vol. 3,no.2 (Fall 1983). Copyright © Cato T,,stitute. All rights reserved.
The author is distinguished professor ofeconomics, University of Maryland, College
Park, Md. 20742.
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very nice if the scheme had gotten started in a different way, it is, I
think, going too far to suggest that an unfunded scheme is totally and
fundamentally wrong—so wrong as to be almost analogous to a Ponzi
scheme.

A Folk Tale
My reasoning can perhaps best be illustrated by an old French folk
tale about a peasant family in which a husband and his wife and
children were taking care of the aged father of the husband in the
family. The aged father was infirm and something of a burden, and
the peasant’s wife complained about having to have her father-inlaw in the house. So much did she nag her husband about keeping
his aged father there that finally one day the husband weakly said,
“Yes, my father must go.” So he told his son, “Go to the barn and get
the best horse blanket we have for your grandfather.” So the son
went to get the blanket. But he came back with only half of the horse
blanket, having torn it in two. At this point, the man of the house
shouted at the son, “Do you expect to send your grandfather out on
this cold day with only half the horse blanket?” At which point the
son responded, “But father, I am saving the other half for you!” The
father thereupon resolved that his father should indeed be allowed
to remain in the house.
I suggest that this fo’k tale, which has its parallels in many other
societies, reflects a fundamental characteristic of most traditional
societies. Namely, it points to the traditional duty that adult working
people have to support not only their children, but also their parents
and other living ancestors. It also calls our attention to the likelihood
that this folk tale and the similar folk wisdom in other cultures came
to exist because ofthe true needs and conditions oftraditional society.

Traditional Society and Provision for Old Age
In traditional society, by and large, it was often not possible for
individuals to make provision for their old age through the capital
market. Transportation and communication were so poor and transactions costs were so high that it was usually impossible for typical
individuals to have diversified portfolios. At best, they could only
invest in their own localities. But beyond that, traditional society
was often politically unstable. So even if people invested in land in
their home community, they could not he certain they would retain
title oves’ the long run, as military and political conditions changed.
How then could people in traditional society provide for their old
age?
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They could do it by having a large family, bringing up the children
feel an obligation to provide for them
when they become too old to work. Indeed, that is one ofthe reasons
why large families were traditionally desired. When traditional and
preindustrial societies began to modernize, however, the ethic that
you should have lots of children, who would be brought up to take
care of you in your old age, became less suitable. The change in
attitudes, of course, did not happen overnight; it occurred slowly, as
children became less useful as workers and as other ways ofproviding
for retirement became available, We know from the theory of demographic transition that in every society that has become industrialized
there has been a period of a generation or two when the birth rate
has remained at traditionally high levels, even though the death rate
has fallen and large families are no longer essential to provide for
old age. There is a population explosion because it takes time to
adjust the decisions about family size and retirement needs to the
circumstances of modern society. At this very time in some underdeveloped countries, the problem of overpopulation is probably due
in partto the factthat there has not yet been an adequate development
of mechanisms for providing for retirement and old age, other than
relying on children; nor has there been a complete adjustment to any
new possibilities that may have emerged for providing for old age.

to respect their elders and to

The Dilemma in Modern Society
Suppose we ask: Could we in modern society rely on the same
mechanisms that traditional society relied on to provide for those
who are too old to work? The extended family—or even the nuclear
family, with all of its members in one place—is not something we
can take for granted in modern society. The poignant modern dilemma
ofthe husband and wife who have jobs indifferent cities reminds us
of how it is quite impossible for all of the American people to be in
a situation in which their families all reside in the same community.
The extended family that could provide fairly well for retirement is
inconsistent with modern methods ofproduction, transportation, and
communication, Consequently, modern families from industrialized
nations are spread out and the extended family no longer exists. The
grandparents are likely to be living thousands of miles from the
grandchildren, which reduces the probability that the grandchildren
will know them well and could in fact be persuaded to support them.
So, as others have argued before, modern society needs some alternative to the traditional extended family to provide for old age.
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One possible mechanism for providing for old age is for individuals
to utilize the private capital markets to accumulate wealth during
their working years. But a glance at the average math-test performance of high school seniors reveals that a significant percentage of
the population could not even perform the basic computations necessary to calculate an optimal level of retirement income, It may also
be the case that the United States has been a modern industrialized
society for too short a time to expect that everyone would have adapted
in such a way that they would use the capital markets to provide for
their retirement.
Thus it seems to me there is a case for a Social Security system
that is not totally different from the one we have. Moreover, there is
a case fo] treating the Social Security system, which subsidizes the
older generations from the earnings of worker generations, as a more
or less rational adaptation to the circumstances we are in. I therefore
would argue for somewhat less~.sweeping changes in Social Security
than Professor Buchanan.

Conclusion
Although I would not support abolition of the Social Security system, I would still support quite a large list of reforms. What I have
said so far notwithstanding, I would on balance prefer a fully funded
retirement system to a pay-as-you-go system of the sort we have,
because a funded scheme would probably increase the rate of capital
accumulation. However, it is probably best here to focus on one
reform that calls to mind the spirit that I believe should guide our
thinking in reforming Social Security. One of the least desirable
features of the Social Security system is a feature that was put in
during the 1930s, partly to make the system more like private insurance. This feature is the idea that the total amount paid in Social
Security taxes and the size of tlse Social Security retirement income
should rise, at least within a range, as the wage level rises; the
proportion of working income that Social Security replaces should
he roughly constant over a fairly broad range of incomes. This seenss
to me an ill-conceived idea.
We need, I believe, a Social Security system to make sure that
everyone, however limited his earning abilities or his skills at actuarial arithmetic, will he able to survive old age without privation.
But it seems to me we do not need and should not have a Social
Security system that guarantees the improvident high-income person
enough retirement income to maintain his relative position in the
consumption hierarchy. If some high-income people who had lived
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affluently during their working years became less well offin old age,
that would be no catastrophe. Indeed, experiences ofthat kind would
teach people the value ofbeing prudent and encourage them to plan
for the future. On the other hand, letting people suffer real privation
in old age seems tome not only needlessly harsh but in conflict with
the time-honored ethic that children who can work ought to help
support their parents in old age. This ethic is almost as natural and
appropriate as the one that says that parents ought to provide sustenance for their children.
Both for the political reasons that Professor Buchanan put forth
and for other reasons, I conclude that the way to improve Social
Security is to begin where we are now and to make the improvements,
if need be, one at a time. There is no place we can start except where
we are now; and while this starting point is most imperfect, it is
certainly not so utteily absurd that we must necessarily start all over
again.
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